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DUALITY IN THE OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS 
OF NONLINEAR PARABOLIC SYSTEMS

Mi Jin Lee

Abstract. In this paper, we study the duality theory of nonlinear 
parabolic systems . The main objective is to prove the duality theorem 
under general conditions within an infinite-dimensional framework. As 
an application, an example is given.

고. Introduction

Recently, many authors have studied optimal control problems of 

various practical systems [1, 3, 4, 6], The crucial to these developments 

is to establish the optimality systems which characterize the optimal 

control. The optimal control problems is to find existence condition of 

infimum cost functional of primal systems. The purpose of duality the

ory show that the infimum cost functional of given systems is equal to 

suprimum cost functional of dual systems. Thus we can solve optimal 

control problem of given systems by finding a solution of the optimal 

control problem of dual systems. Up to now, most of authors dealt 

with duality theory of linear systems. Chan[2] and Tanimoto[l이 have 

studied the duality theory for linear parabolic optimal control problem. 

Park and Lee [7, 8? 9] dealt with duality theory for the corresponding 

linear, nonlinear hyperbolic optimal co교trol systems. In this paper, we 

study duality theory for stron읺y nonlinear control system governed by
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parabolic equations. The main purpose of this paper is to apply results 

to no교linear parabolic optimal control systems and to prove the duality 

theorem under general conditions within an infinite-dimensional frame

work. Our approach is based on an infinite dimensional version of the 

duality theorem for the optimality systems. To this end； we invoke 

necessary and sufficient conditions of optimality for distributed control 

systems given in [5].

2. Preliminaries

Let I = [0,T](T > 0) and X)H be separable Hilbert spaces. We 

assume that X G H, the injection of X into H is continuous and X 

is dense in H. Identifying H its dual (pivot space), we have X 

H J X*. By V •, - >, we will denote the duality brackets for the pair 

(X,X*) and by (•, ■) the inner product in H. The two are compatible 

in the sense that < •, • > \xxH = (,, ,)- Also by \\ . ||(resp. | • |, || • ||*), we 

will denote the norm of X(resp. We define a function space

印(0,7) by

W(Q,T) = {끼:z; e L2(0,T-X),x e L2(0,T；X*)}

with an inner product

(中,旺)
W(0,T)= [{(a?i(i),a：2(i))x + (分庶),：以(圳x* 招私

Jo

da;
where x = —. This space furnished with the

께 W(0,T) "제 乙2®「,x) + H제當mx*)

Furthermore, it is well known that W(0, T) j C(L H) = {g : I t 

H continuous} contiguously. Finally, since X J H compactly, we 

have that W(QyT) — L2(H) compactly. The control space will be 
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modelled by a separable, reflexive Banach space Y. By Pfc(Y) we will 

denote the family of nonempty, closed convex subset of Y. We consider 

the following optimal control problem :

= Z(x(T)) + [ -h- inf

Jo

(p) < subject to

i(t) + A(t)x(t) = + /(t, rr(t)) a.e.
(2.1)

、 x(0) = u(t) e U(t) a.e , w(-) measurable.

We will need the following hypotheses on the data of the optimal con

trol problem (P).

(Hl) Let a(t; ^>, </?),£ G I be a bilinear form on X x X satisfying 

⑴ =a(t；3,©),V©,9 G xyt e I,

(ii) Be > 0 such that

饱9)1 < 에。llxl 이 Ix，网w e x,vt e I

and > 0, G J? such that

aSM) > 이씨侈, V。g xyt e I.

Under these assumptions, we can defi교e the operator A(t) E 

」C(X, X*) for t G I defined by the relation

q傍饱夕)=Qx*,x for all 饥平 £ X.

(JT2) /(t, x) : Z x X —> H is a map

(i) t —> f(t^x) is (strongly) measurable in H for all 2? ? /(t, •) 

is sequentially weakly continuous and /(i, •) is convex,

(ii) /(i, •) is continuously Gateaux differentiable,

(iii) ||/("圳| < 加⑺+ ”如||께t/2, 知(.) e > 0,

< 版(*) +”시I에t/2 a.e., A：2(-) e L+，m2>0

(H3) B e L°°(i,r(y,H)).

(H4) L:ZxJfxY—>Risan integrand such that
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(i) t 一능 L(t, x,7z) is measurable,

(ii) (x, ii) -t L(t, rr, u) is continuous and convex in u,

(iii) x —> L(t,x, u) is convex, Gateaux differentiable and

(a:,iz) — is continuous,

(iv) |L(i,x,u)| < 人:«)+ 〃虹(机(|끼2 + II메2)a.e.,

II爲(t,cq)||c(H)《 人:2(" + 7吻但(|끼2 + II떼2) a.e. with 

人;i(・),加(•)G Z/+，m1(-),m2(-) € 乙早.

(H5) Z : H — 1R is continuously Gateaux differentiable and convex.

(716) U : I — Pwkc(Y) ：= {厶 £ Pfc(Y) 허【id A is weakly compact } 

is measurable and U(t) QW a.e., with W 6 Pwkc(Y)-

Theorem 2.1. ([6]) If hypotheses (Hl) — (H6) hold, xq E H and 

solves problem (P) then there exist p(-) € W(0,T) and ©(•) € 

L2(Y*) such that

(i) State equation:

x(t) + z(0) = xq.

(ii) Adjoint equation:

~P(t) + A*(t)p(£)一 = Lx(t,x(t),u(t)) a-e.,

p(T) = —Zx(x(T)), where A* is adjoint operator of A,

(iii) Minimum principle:

inf (©(t) + — iz(t)) = 0 a.e.

We associate another optimal control problem to (P), which is called 

the dual problem of (P). In order to describe it, we need a function 

K : I x H R defined by

K(t,p(t)) = inf <L(t,x(t),u(t))+ <p(i),B(i)tz(i) > k 

u€U(t) I J
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We call the following optimal control problem of the dual problem :

L {k(私0(t)) - (p(t),X + A(t)o:(i) 一 /(t,rr(t))|dt

(D) < + Z(x(T)) —> sup subject to

」XT) = T*(幻). (2.2)

As for the differential equation in (2.2), we restrict ourselves to only 

solutions which belong to VT(0,T). Hence, if there exists no solution 

(0H)€ iy(0,T) x W(QyT) in (2.2), then we define the supremum of 

problem (D) to be —8.

3. Duality

We prove a duality theorem saying that the infimum of (P) is equal 

to the supremum of (D).

Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions (H1)-(H6), the infimum of 

(P) is equal to or greater than the supremum of (D).

PROOF. We first prove a weak duality theorem i.e., the infimum of 

(P) is equal to or greater than the supremum of (D). Let iz(-) € U(t) 

be any admissible control and fix it for a moment. Due to Theorem 2.1, 

there exists a solution x € VK(0,T) of (2.1) with, any initial condition 

rr(O) = xq E H, Let x be any one of such solutions corresponding to u. 

That is,

i(t) + A(t)s(t) = /(£, x(t)) + B(t)u(t) 

x(0) = xq C H.

To this u we associate the following problem (Du):

L 淮),s(圳-(p(i),±(t) +A(i)a;(t) — f(t,rr(i)) 一

+ —> sup subject to (2.2).
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If there is no solution (p(-),x(*)) E W(Q^T) x W(0,T) satisfying (2.2), 

then we define the supremum of (Z\) to be —oo. If (p°( ),rr°(-)) E 

iy(0, T) x Vy(0,T) is an arbitrary solution of (2.2), then we can show 

that the value

(3-2) 了 T

=J L(t, x(t), u(t))dt + Z(x(T)) — J a?°(t),u(i))

一 {po(£),i°(£)+ A(t)s°(i) - f(t,x°(t)) 一 B(t)u(t))|dt - Z(x°(T))

is nonnegative. To do this, note that

B(t)u(i) = ^(t) + A(t)x(t) — f(t,x(t)) a.e.

By using convexity of f, L, I with respect to x and integration by part 

with p°(T) = lx(x°(T)) and a?°(0) = x(0), we see that

(3-2) 

(L(t,x(t),u(t)) 一 L(t,u(t))}dt + Z(无(/)) - Z(z°(Z))

+ [ (p°(t),±o(£)A(i)^°(i) -

Jg Jo

+ [〈矿(n/佔,瓦：))一/("。(切就

Jo

a?°(t),«(t)),x(t) — x°(t) jdt + lx(x°(T')),x(T') - x°

+ (但°(切站(*) 一 无(：))-J (po(«),x°(£)-x(t))dt

+ /。4*(珈)°@),站佔)一无(£))次 + / (fx(t,x°(t'))p°(t'),x(t')-x°(ty> 

Jo Jo

=L〈 一 呀(t) + A*(t)p°(t) 一 以切°佔))-Lx(t,x°(t),u(t)),x°(t) 一 x(t' 

=0.
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Let us denote by the value

[L(t,x(£),u(t))dt + Z(x(T)), 

Jo

and by d(u) the supremum of problem (I為).Then the above argument 

show that

(3.3) p(^, w) > d(u)

holds for every u E U(t) and every x satisfying (3.1) together with u. 

If we denote by J(p, w) the objective function of (I為),that is,

J(p,x,u) = Z(rr(T)) + j ^L(t,x(i),u(t)) + (p(t), B(t)u(£))

-(p(t),i(t) + A(t)x(t) 一 pt,

then it follows from (3.3) and a well-known, inequality of game theory

[11] that

(3.4) mip(x^u) > inf d(u} = inf sup J(p, x, u) > sup inf J(p, x, u).
正，" U U p^X p,X u

For a given iz(-) £ U(t), we have

Jo Jo

since L(t, *u(t)) + (p(t), > JT(t,p(t)) a.e., by definition of

the function K. Hence, it follows that

inf J(p,x,u) > Z(x(T))+ [ {X(t,p(t))-(p(t),x(i：)+A(t)a;(t)-/(i,x(t)))}rfi 

口 Jo

for every solution (p, or) of (2.2). If we denote by inf(P) the infi-

mum of (P) and by sup(D) 나le supremum of (Z?), it is obvious that 
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i흐f瓦” p(x, u) = inf(P) and supp x infu J(p, ⑦, u) > sup(P) by the above 

inequality. Therefore, we conclude from (3.4) that inf(P) > sup(D).

We next prove the duality theorem that under certain conditions the 

infimum of (P) coincides with the supremum of (Z?). If (a:°(0), x°(t), tt°(i)) 

€ x iy(0, T) x U(t) attains the infimum of (P). By Theorem 2.1, 

there exists p° E PK(0, T) satisfying

(3.5)

-p°(t) + A*(t)p°(i) - /x(i9^°(i))p°(i)=晶(罹。(方),苛(£)) a.e.

7侦)=T*。⑺)

(3.6) (duL(t,x°(t),tt°(i)) + - u°(t))v v* =0,

for all r G (J(t) a.e., where B*(t) denotes the adjoint operator of B(t), 

the bili꾜ear form on the dual pair (Y,y*) and duL(t^x^zi)

the derivative of L{tyx^u) with respect to u. By convexity of L,

(3.6) implies L(t,x°(t)yv(t)) + (p°(t), > L(t,x°(t),u°(t)) +

(t)) for all v £ U(t) a.e., from which, we have

(3.7) K(t.pQ(t}} = L(i,x°(t),u°(t)) + (po(t),B(t)wo(t)) a.e.

From (3.5) we see that (p°(t),x°(t)) is a solution of (2.2). Thus from

(3.7) that we obtain

K仏呀(切-+ A(t)^(t) - j(t*(t)))

= L(t,xo(t),u°(t)) + (p°(t),B(i)w°(t) - ±°(t) 一 &Z)布으。) +/(私⑦

=L(i,x°(i),?zo(£)) a.e.,

Therefore, we conclude that

[(L(t, x° (t), zz°(t))dt + Z(a?°(T))

Jo

=[{^(t,p°(i)) - (p°,i°(i) +A(t)x°(t) - +l(x°(T)}}dt.

Jo

By weak duality theorem, the infimum of (P) is equal to the supremum 

of (D) and that (p°, rr°) attains the supremum of (D). This completes 

the proof.
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